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Meeting formalities for the A-guild’s guildal
meetings
This summary of some meeting technical concepts that are often used at the A-guild’s guildal meetings is
intended to help you better understand what happens at the meeting and why. The meeting procedure is
also reviewed at the beginning of the meeting. Should anything be unclear despite this, you can request a
more detailed explanation through a point of order. These rules must be followed in order for the meeting
to be as efficient and pleasant as possible.

Acklamation
(Acclamation)

The most common way to make a decision. The chairman of the meeting first asks who, for
example, wants to approve a motion, and those who want to then answer yes. Afterwards, it is
asked who wants to refuse the same, after which those who want to answer yes. So you should
never say no. If the result is uncertain, you can proceed to voting.

Adjungera
(Opt in)

To give a person who is not a member of the A-guild the right to attend, request and speak.
However, the person does not get the right to vote.

Ajournera
(Adjourn)

Postpone the meeting to a later time, for example to take a lunch break.

A- och B-talarlista
(A and B speaker list)

Sometimes used at guild meetings so that everyone who wants to can speak. First time you if you speak

on a question, you end up on the A-speaker list, and then get to say your opinion after those who are

before you on the list. The second time you end up on the B speaker list, and then have to wait until

everyone on the A speaker list and those ahead of you on the B speaker list have had their say. Even

people who raised their hand later than you and were added to the A-speaker list therefore end up ahead

of you.

Avslag
(Rejection)

Not to approve a proposal/proposition.

Bifall
(Approval)

To approve a proposal/proposition.



Bordläggning
(Planking)

To postpone the matter until a later meeting.

Justering av protokoll
(Adjustment of protocol)

Before the protocol is valid, it is read through by the adjusters, who, if everything is correct and
proper, sign it. A point can also, if it is important, be adjusted directly at the meeting. The adjustment
is then made as a normal decision after the exact wording is read out.

Justering av röstlängd
(Adjustment of voter
register)

At the beginning of the meeting, the voting list must be adjusted. The way it works is that you take
identification with you to the adjusters, who tick you off the list where all the guild's members are
written.

Jäv
(Yep/Challenge)

When someone is personally affected by a decision. If a decision is to be made about something that
can give private gain to certain people, those people should not be there to vote.

Motion
(Motion)

A proposal from one or more guild members that is submitted in writing in advance and must be
taken up at the meeting. More information on how this is done is available on the website
(asektionen.se).

Sektionen för Arkitektur och Industridesign inom
Teknologkåren vid Lunds Tekniska Högskola (The guild
for Architecture and Industrial Design within the
Technology Union at Lund University of Technology)

Ordningsfråga
(Point of order)

A question that breaks the list of speakers. Use sparingly and only if you want a decision on a
break, time limit for speech, dash in the debate, or if something in the meeting's procedure is
unclear.

Proposition
(Proposition)

A proposal from the board.

Replik



(Reply)
If someone asks you a direct question or attacks you personally, the meeting chair can decide that
you get a reply. This then breaks the speaker list.

Reservation
(Reservation)

Report in writing with justification to the meeting secretary if you do not want to be legally
responsible for a decision. A reservation is a very strong disclaimer, and should not be used just
because you didn't get what you wanted.

Sakupplysning
(Case
information)

Used if someone says something directly incorrect, or when you have information that is important
for the debate, for example if someone is wondering something. Even factual information is used
sparingly and should not be abused because you haven't heard your own voice for a long time.

Streck i debatten
(Line in the debate)

Requested if you think the arguments are starting to run out and the debate is going in circles, or

about a question has been discussed long enough. The meeting decides on the course of the debate. If

it is approved, everyone who has something additional to add can be added to the speaker list. The

debate then continues until everyone who signed up at the time has had their say, but without anyone

new signing up afterwards.

Votering
(Voting)

If the votes appear to be tied after an acclamation, a vote may be called. Voting means that instead
of answering "yes" as in acclamation, you raise your hand, and the vote counters count the votes.
For example, closed voting is used for personal selection. Then you write the name of the candidate
you are voting for on a piece of paper, which you give to the adjusters after being checked off the
voter's list.

Yrkande
(demanding)

A proposal for a decision. Requests are sometimes advantageously submitted in writing to the meeting secretary.

The guild meetings are the A guild's highest decision-making body. Here, the most important decisions about the
guild's work and future are made. Officials are also elected here. If you feel that you have to leave the meeting
earlier, it is important to sign up for the adjustment list.





WEDNESDAY 22 MARCH AT 5.15 PM
A:B HÖRSAl (AUDITORIUM) A-HUSET (A-BUILDING)
§1. SOFMÖ  (guild chairman declares the meeting open)
§2. Election of meeting chairman
§3. Election of meeting secretary
§4. Election of two adjusters as well as vote counters
§5. Question regarding the authorized announcement of the meeting
§6. Determination of the agenda
§7. Adjuncts
§8. Determining the voter register
§9. Messages
§10. Opening for spontaneous candidacy for vacant positions
§11. Business report and financial statements for the past business year
§12. The auditors' report for the same period
§13. The question of freedom from liability
§14. Proposal for allocation of profit
§15. Motions
§16. Propositions
§17. Revision of the current budget
§18. Emptying and filling selection
§19. Election of the Chairman of the Nomination Committee
§20. Election of officials
- JämlikArepresentative
- NärU chairman
-SRA chairman
-InfU chairman
-SRID chairman
-Hustomte
§21. MOFMA (meeting chairman declares the meeting closed)



THE ELECTION COMMITTEE HEREBY PRESENTS ITS PROPOSALS FOR POSTS
BEFORE THE 2023 SPRING TERM MEETING

Equality representative: Vacant

Chair SRID: Modesty Bladh

Chair SRA: Fredrika Kjällqvist Viberg

House elf: Vacant

Chair of InfU: Lisa Stenmark

Chairman NärU: Axel Kjellberg

It is possible to submit candidacies/nominations for all positions (regardless of the nomination
committee's proposal) until March 21st 5:15 p.m. It is sent to valberedningen@asektionen.se

mailto:valberedningen@asektionen.se


PROPOSAL FOR CHAIRMAN OF THE ELECTION COMMITTEE 2023

Chairman of the selection committee: Vacant

It is possible to submit candidacies/nominations for all positions (regardless of the nomination
committee's proposal) until March 21st 5:15 p.m. It is sent to ordforande@asektionen.se

mailto:ordforande@asektionen.se


BUSINESS REPORT TO
SPRING TERM MEETING

2023-03-22

Sektionen för Arkitektur och Industridesign
inom Teknologkåren vid Lunds Tekniska Högskola

Buisness report 2022 A-Guild
A-guild
Spring Term 22

The focus at the beginning of the year was on planning and coming to terms with what we as a
board wanted to achieve. Many events and activities had been on hiatus due to corona and there
was a lot of planning to be done for a year that would be more in the normal direction.

There were several vacant positions on the board and filling these became one of the board's first
tasks. In mid-February, all posts were filled and the board was full.

The website was down at the beginning of the year, which was the start of several discussions
about the a-guild's information dissemination, which resulted in a new website and new
guidelines being voted through.

Two years late due to corona, the guild celebrated its 55th anniversary with a ball at AF Castle in
early April.

On April 7, the spring semester meeting was held. All positions were filled during the meeting.
The guild's other permanent project group archipelago was voted through.

Autumn Term 22

Autumn began with a very successful reset. The board held a few events, including the
assessment and a bar.

The board organized a committee safari to inform about all the guild's committees and how the
application is made. Afterwards, an election meeting was held, a mandatory civil servant training
and a joint kick-off for all committees.



On November 16, the autumn semester meeting was held and many motions and propositions
were taken up. Among the votes, two new permanent project groups, MuzAk and insPu, were
created, as well as the equal treatment policy. After the meeting ended, the treasurer and a deputy
auditor were vacant.

The year ended with a tacksittning for the entire guild at Gothenburg's nation.

SRA
Spring Term 22

The term began with the previous chairman stepping down as he got an internship. In January,
Tilde took over as chairman of the committee. In the beginning, a lot of time was spent getting to
know the role, as there was no handover. During the spring, the committee had a hard time with
the number of committed members. We worked on marketing the committee, including
organizing a pizza and information lunch as well as events such as a sewing fair.

Workshops of the future

We were invited to take part in a workshop together with ID called "workshops of the future"
which would explore the need for a possible expansion of the workshops at the school.

CEQ

We have censored surveys, as well as attended CEQ meetings.

Speak up days

The technologists' union together with SRA stood in the foyer and collected opinions from the
students.

Kick off / thank you

The committee had a joint thank you with JämlikA for the joint work with the ceq meetings. We
played bowling and had dinner together. At the end of the semester, SRA had a thank-you lunch
in connection with the annual emptying of the studios.

Questions the committee worked extra on:

Study trips

The committee has continued to raise and discuss the problem with study trips on the
programme. This has become relevant since the trips started after the pandemic. This has been



addressed in the program management. At the end of the semester, it was decided that
development money would be dedicated to a working group that further discusses the issue.

Deficient workshop hours

Many students feel that the workshops are not available to the extent needed. This has been taken
forward with, among other things, the program management and at meetings with the workshop
group.

Homogeneity in the theory and history courses

The issue of homogeneity in course literature and lectures has been discussed with course
teachers and program management.

The studio work and special events within the basic courses

Students from one of the studios have expressed that they feel dissatisfied with some of the work
carried out there. Among other things, it concerns a lack of information and lectures. This has
been taken further with the director of studies, the technologists' corps and the program
management and resulted in a joint meeting with the studio directors.

Autumn Term 22

Reception / Nollning

We held an introduction for the new international students as well as those new to the foundation
block. Here we talked about the committee and showed around the house in smaller groups.

During the zeroing, we participated in the assessment together with SRID where we held
charades. Later, for the second year in a row, we held a cake baking event.

After the reset, the committee grew, with both new and older students. Representation from most
studios and grades is now possible.

Ventilation pizza

Together with SRID and equals, we organized an event where pizza was offered and the students
had the opportunity to vent their opinions. They were asked to write down what they discussed.
The material was then reviewed by the committees and compiled into an article to be included in
A4.

Personal matters



We have dealt with personal matters, where students felt badly treated by specific
teachers/courses.

Speak up days

The technologists' union together with SRA stood in the foyer and collected opinions from the
students with a focus on recovery.

Kick off, thank you (Tack)

The committee has had two dinners as a kick off and thank you.

The recycling room and the physical environment

A closer dialogue has started between the chairman, protection officer and the house prefect. The
recycling room has become larger, as the storage room next to the old one has also become such
a room. We have gone on security rounds and had sit-down meetings where we brought forward
the student perspective in matters of the physical environment. Work on the fair has progressed,
but is going slowly.

Portfolio course

FOR several reasons, the part with the portfolio course has been discontinued for year 3. The
study council has reacted to this and brought it up several times at program management
meetings. In the end, we put together a portfolio evening ourselves with the help of Rene, where
he gave a lecture about the portfolio. This was greatly appreciated and is planned to be done
again next year.

Questions the committee worked extra on:

CEQ

A big question has been the CEQ survey, both design and response rate. We have discussed this
in both the committee, the program management and SRX. This has landed in a working group at
a higher level that will work on how the survey can be changed.

Study trips

The issue of study tours has continued, especially in program management. A working group
was supposed to be started at the beginning of the term, but this has been postponed due to a high
workload on the part of the school.

Educational support



JämlikA has started the discussion about pedagogical support on the A programs, which Ska has
been involved in driving. We have been to a meeting with educational support and brought this
up in, among other things, the program management. This must be taken further.

Homogeneity of the program

This is also a discussion started by JämlikA in which SRA has been involved. This has, among
other things, been addressed by the program management

Individual courses and studio work

We have monitored courses where problems have arisen. This has continued to be particularly
large in the basic courses.

SRID
Introduction for new students

In August 2022, SRID held an introduction for KID1 which included a tour of the school to show
the various workshops and the working environment at the school. It was good for SRID to
introduce itself and be visible to the new students at the school as soon as possible where they
start.

Student representatives and records

Student representatives within SRID have a responsibility to represent the student body in the
following positions and meetings: program management (two representatives), department board
(one representative), steering group meeting (two representatives), house board (protection
representative), workshop group meetings, A-Board meetings (chairman), SRX meetings at the
Technology Association (chairman).

Since there were only three student representatives left after the shift from VT2022 to HT2022, it
was a challenge during HT2022 to fill these positions. The focus on recruitment and inclusion of
several student representatives at these meetings was a priority for SRID. It started with making
sure that the invitation to meetings ended up right and making sure that student representatives
could relieve each other when needed. Before the end of the year, SRID had recruited enough
active members to have both enough representatives and alternates to join and gain experience
before taking up voting positions next term.

Reconciliations



During HT2022, SRID tested holding reconciliations with year class KID1. The Student Council
realized that it would be more efficient and in some cases necessary to have reconciliations as
soon as possible when student representatives reported problems with courses in their grade.
During the autumn, student representatives held a reconciliation with KID1 and used
documentation from the reconciliation to propose measures for course managers before the end
of the course. This was seen as a concrete way to show students how the student union is a
resource for them and an expectation among firsts that their voice counts. It was also positive to
build up a routine around contact between students and student representatives and give students
the opportunity at the beginning of their education to ask for advice from students in other years.

The student representatives also realized that it was good that student representatives who were
in other years were involved to ensure that the contact process with the course manager would be
as impartial as possible.

Plan for improved study environment

SRID started a process under HT to collect all ongoing cases regarding improvements for the
study environment that had nothing to do with workshops. This was done to ensure continuity for
cases that had been brought up repeatedly over the years, to ensure that actions were actually
carried out and that students could be updated with information regarding cases that the student
council had received complaints about. It required cooperation with the program management,
the house prefect and the departmental board. These points were raised:

ID The students at IKDC wishes regarding:

1. Students' possibility to book group rooms at IKDC

2. A-guild board's access to Kilen

3. An automatic soft-close function for the doors in the drawing rooms

4. Install the projector and projector screen ordered for the students in Kilen on level 3

5. The computers in the drawing room must be able to handle 3D modeling and Adobe software,
which is a course requirement for the industrial design program

6. Questions from students creating a plan and schedule for rolling exhibition of course projects

Points 1 and 2 students managed to get updated information about and measures during HT2022.
Points 3 and 4 turned out to be about permission from Akademiska Hus and probably could not
be implemented. Points 5 and 6 started processes that later became relevant for VT2023.



Student representatives realized during this process that there had been a long ongoing process of
obtaining Adobe licenses and new computers for the studio that had been run by faculty at ID for
many years. That it managed to have an impact, and that students on the ID program were able to
receive compensation for the cost of Adobe licenses for 2022 in December, should be praised by
the faculty and not the student council. However, it is important for future study councils to
realize how important it is to establish closer contact with the faculty and various departments at
IKDC as there may be ongoing processes that students are not aware of.

Student workshop

During HT2022, the process of starting up a student workshop in the experiment hall at IKDC
began. The process of obtaining permission for the student workshop has been going on for
several semesters. First, a group of interested students was formed, who created a budget and
plan for how the student workshop would look and function. Permission from LTH to allow
students to access the student workshop with their LU card took place throughout the semester
and is expected to take place during VT2023. When the student workshop in the experimental
hall is opened, it is intended to make it easier for

ID students who have had difficulties gaining access to other workshops and workshop times at
IKDC and the A-house.

Workshops at IKDC

Working for improved access to workshops is an ongoing task for SRID. SRID constantly
received complaints about access to the understaffed sewing workshop, the 3d printing lab and
the ceramics workshop and poor access to workshops at IKDC in general. The work on
improvements for workshops was an ongoing process that involved several different institutions
and operations at LTH. SRID helped by ensuring that the student voice and opinions were
highlighted during all arenas where it was relevant and ensuring that it was a topic that was
discussed with problem solving in focus. At the end of the semester, SRID had the opportunity to
nominate an ID student as a representative within a working group at LTH who will work to
develop proposals for improvements during VT2023.

SFS Sweden's united student unions

SRID had the opportunity, together with SRA, to participate in the start-up of a new network
within Sweden's United Student Unions for Art Education. In September, the start-up meeting
took place in Stockholm, as well as a follow-up meeting later in the semester via Zoom. The
network is a way for student representatives to get the opportunity to get advice and experience
from student representatives from other study councils, something that is particularly important
as SRID and SRA supervise an artistic education, unlike other educations within the Technology
Corps at LTH.



Cooperation with other committees

A closer collaboration with SRA and JämlikA was a great benefit for the study council during
HT2023. SRID held joint events during HT2023 and learned a lot from the experience found in
SRA and JämlikA. SRID also got an active student representative who was also a member of
JämlikA, which was a big advantage when the student council dealt with issues concerning equal
treatment. Having students on the study council who can bring different experiences,
perspectives and training with them is an important way to ensure that SRID is as prepared as
possible to help students with their education.

Events

August: Intro for students during the reset, SRID and SRA - Event for students during the reset

September: Cake competition with SRID and SRA - Event for students during the reset

November: Ventilation pizza with SRA and JämlikA - Coordination with students from Ark and
ID

December: Christmas calendar breakfast, SRID

- The last three weeks during HT are a stressful period for ID students, with big ones

time conflicts with workshop times and deadlines. The study council understood that there were
unused times in the morning in the workshops. To encourage students to come

to school earlier, as well as introducing a cozy atmosphere during a stressful period, the student
council, with the help of the house Santa, offered breakfast every morning and display of the
Christmas calendar during the last three weeks of the semester for ID students. It was a
successful event that will hopefully become a tradition that future study councils will continue
with.

Reorganization and continuity

Recruitment was a major priority for SRID during HT2022. As mentioned earlier, the study
council only had three members after the end of the semester in VT2023. Two of these members
would complete the training during VT2023. The focus was to recruit students from year one
from the bachelor's and master's program. It was quickly realized that induction for new students
played a big part in how easy it was to recruit, as it took much longer to recruit from year one
Masters compared to year one Bachelors. Before next year, it is good to make sure that the next
study council takes care to be active for introductions for both educations, as well as to recruit
from international students on the master's education.



It was also felt that even with several student council members, they needed to learn and make
contacts with the faculty in order to be effective in their work as student representatives. There
were many new routines to deal with. The task of delegating without placing too much
responsibility on study council members was a big but rewarding challenge. The result was a
well-functioning and very active study council at the end of the semester.

Vice Chairman

At the autumn semester meeting for the A-guild, a motion was put forward to introduce a deputy
for the study council. This was done to point out that the student council as a whole has greater
responsibility than can be expected from a chairperson with few student council members, as
well as to ensure that future chair candidates have an opportunity to test what it is like to have
more responsibility before they are expected to lead the student council. Distributing
responsibilities among several positions is good both for student democracy and continuity
within the student council. The expectation for future semesters is that the vice post will create
greater opportunity and flexibility to spread experience, strengthen collaboration between
different year groups and reduce the risk of organizational knowledge disappearing.

Other

Guest lectures were held with Mark Bond and Scott Robertsson during VT2023. During
HT2022, there were not enough representatives to be able to organize guest lectures. Recruitment
for a guest lecturer will continue during VT2023.

JämlikA
During VT 22, JämlikA had representatives at the CEQ meetings that were held. Prior to these
meetings, the survey responses were discussed within jämlikA based on discussion questions that
the committee had developed.

This was presented and discussed further at the CEQ meetings. During the latter half of the
spring, jämlikA could not participate in CEQ meetings regarding courses for year one and two as
no one on the committee had read these courses.

The chairman has participated in meetings with the Jälm group at the institution for architecture
and the built environment, which held meetings during VT 22. The discussion at the meetings
has been around the subject of homogeneity

on the education as well as references and canon on the architecture education where there is an
overrepresentation of the group of white men, which is something Jälm wants to work to change.
During VT 22, there was also a discussion about study trips, where the various courses go and
why certain travel destinations were questioned due to, among other things, climate impact and



high costs. During the year, the Jälm group ended up working with a workshop for the teachers at
the school during HT 22 on the theme of representation and homogeneity.

VT 22, the committee has started work on designing an equal treatment policy for the A guild.
This was voted through at the autumn semester meeting.

The chairman has also participated in meetings and projects with the Equal Treatment College at
the corps.

In September, during the reset, JämlikA and InfU organized a joint sewing evening for the new
students on the architecture program and industrial design. About 20 people came to the event.

After the election, the equality representative together with the guild chairman planned a
mandatory one

civil service training. The corps came and introduced themselves and the student priest Lisa
Svensson talked about handling sexual harassment as an official. For the officials who could not
participate, the Hands-Off training organized by the Student Priests, LUS, KK and AF was
shown in an auditorium the week after.

Later in the autumn, JämlikA, SRA and SRID organized a ventilation pizza together. We served
pizza and had prepared discussion questions about the school and the guild to invite members'
opinions. Afterwards we had a big meeting to discuss problems with the respective student
groups and study councils and how we can learn from each other.

At VTM, the new policy for equal treatment was voted through.

Chairman has participated in meetings with the Jälm group at the department of architecture and
built environment HT22. The discussion at the meetings has been around the subject of
homogeneity in education as well as references and canon in architectural education. The
committee has also raised the issue of homogeneity centrally at LTH with Ida Jackson
(coordinator for students' rights and equal conditions), Charlotta Nilsson (responsible for
expanded recruitment at LTH) and Maria Wall (area manager

for Sheets and ID) to get help in pursuing issues around homogeneity more actively. They were
willing to help and the cooperation will continue in the future.

JämlikA has put up posters in the school toilets called "good contact information for those who
need support or help" where we have summarized various support resources and written a short
text about JämlikA's work. The goal was that more people would contact us if they had been
treated badly and be able to easily take the initiative to seek help on their own. Due to
misunderstandings among the staff at the school, these were taken down in batches, but in the
end they had to stay.



After two students from jämlikA participated in an interview for an article that discussed the lack
of female role models in architecture education, we received an invitation from the sketch
museum to create an exhibition around the theme. Some members of JämlikA have worked on
this during the autumn and had extra lunch and evening meetings.

InfU
InfU's work during VT22 can be divided into three categories: A4, the Design group and the
website. A4 worked during the winter and spring on its new edition. The work went like
clockwork and at the beginning of May, A4 No. 4 could be released. Very successful.

The design group's main focus during the spring term was screen printing. During the autumn,
research was done to see if it was possible and what would be needed. In February, we went to
Lund's Open Workshop to test printing with their screen printing equipment. It went really well.
After discussions within InfU and the board, we were therefore able to place an order for
equipment that we received in March. Then it was just a matter of learning. There were several
evenings of printing workshops within InfU so that we could learn exactly how to do it. This
resulted in a merch release at the end of April with an edition of t-shirts. The release was
successful and sold out almost immediately. During the spring, we also placed an order for our
gray sweatshirts to replenish the stock.

During the semester, the continuous work on producing posters has progressed.

The A guild's website crashed during the autumn term, just before Christmas. It therefore
became urgent to try to get it started. After hearing around with various guilds at LTH, in January
we got in touch with D-guild's website manager, DWWW. We agreed with them that they would
help us fix a new website. The new website would move away from Wordpress, which we used
at the moment, and instead DWWW would program its own version. It would be more
sustainable in the long run. InfU developed a graphic profile and interface for the homepage in
Figma that DWWW could use as a basis for its programming. We also produced a requirement
specification and vision document. However, the work of programming a new website seemed to
drag on, so after a bit of back and forth we managed to bring life to our old website. It needed
significant changes, but in the end we ended up with a website that was usable while DWWW
was working on it

new. The forecast for the new website was originally that it would be ready during HT22. We'll
see how that goes.

During the spring, the Design Group had several sketching and screen printing evenings. We also
had a joint committee evening where we went to Sydskånska and had some fun. As a thank you



for the semester's hard work, members received a t-shirt printed with a guild-inspired motif using
the screen printing equipment.

NärU
Spring Term 2022

At the end of March 2022, an "After Work" was organized together with Liljewall's architectural
office with portfolio reviews. This was a new addition to the events organized by NärU,
especially now that the portfolio course in year three of the architecture program is still not
given.

During VT22, a clearer price list was drawn up for marketing in the A guild's channels. This is
largely based on the A-guilds at Chalmers and KTH and has been done in consultation with
Phøset so that the funding of the zeroing does not risk being undermined. NärU has decided to
moderate the A guild's Facebook group "Students on Ark & ID" for companies that advertise
themselves without going through us. We judged that decisions about this must be made on a
case-by-case basis, as it can be difficult to assess what can be called advertising and what cannot.

An AW with PE technology and architecture was also held in the spring of 2022 at their Malmö
office. During VTM, Arkipelago was made a permanent project group, so that the rest of NärU
can work on other events, which we hope will further enrich student life.

Autumn Term 2022

The autumn semester 2022 was filled with challenges and high ambitions. At the beginning of
the fall semester, there were some who remained on the committee from the previous spring
semester, and the committee needed to bring in new members before we could start the
committee work. New committee members were elected, mainly singles, and we now had 17
people on the committee.

Until the committee safari, the committee was dormant. At the beginning of November, the
committee's activities could finally begin for the semester and a kickoff was held for everyone in
the committee to get to know each other. As in previous years, we divided ourselves into
different responsibility groups according to what seemed most interesting: lunch lectures, alumni
talks, sponsor, design, study visits/AW/portfolio evening/case evening and the archipelago group
(contact with companies, sponsor, design, food/decor, logistics , build). New for this semester
was that officials in NärU created their own business e-mail (formerly Archipelago e-mail), in
the hope that e-mails do not end up in the companies' junk mail.



We also appointed a project manager for Archipelago, a vice-chairman, a financial manager and
two managers for Alumni Talks. During the semesters, we have had a meeting every Wednesday
where we went through what needs to be done and how everyone went that week.

Sexet
The year began with the recruitment of masters and alcohol training. One problem was that
during the spring the guild had no treasurer and therefore could not have an alcohol permit.
Therefore, it was difficult to get started with events and we therefore held the first one in the
club's premises. A kickoff was also held in the spring, it was very much appreciated.

In the past, it has been difficult to know who is involved in the sex. To make it clearer, we now
started making a work schedule at the beginning of the semester in autumn 22. The workers can
exchange passes with each other however they want, but if you are involved in the sex, you are
involved and working. Six 22 are deputy, butler, head chef, bar master, money master, decor
master and 2 singing girls, and a whole heap of workers, like 25. This year it was easy to get
workers to the events.

Regular lunch meetings made it easy for members to participate in planning. During the spring,
the vice sex master and one of the song masters chose to drop out, and new ones had to be
recruited during the spring.

It has been a fun year with many collaborations with other guilds, but that made the financial
division complicated. Other guilds (for example W and K have different pricing in the bar
(higher prices) and we, combined with pressure to meet certain budget targets, have pulled in
more money than budgeted.

Sales have been at a remarkably high average units per person, and that's where the surplus is
coming from. The invoice from the corps for one of the events came in March 2023, which
illustrates the difficulties in following the money in a larger context. We have invested in new
equipment for the kitchen and bar, for example many storage boxes and pans, added a
refrigerator and a speaker.

Results for the year will be presented during the spring semester meeting in 2023.

The communication with the phöset worked well and a plan was laid early in the spring for the
zeroing sessions.

In general, the execution of the event has worked well, with satisfied workers, guests, the alcohol
authority and the house.

Company bar was not held as there was no interest from companies to participate.



AktU
Spring Term 22

In the spring of 2022, AktU organized a cycling party with an associated after-party at Lophtet.
Before the Lunda Carnival, a joint queue was organized for the entire A-guild. The spring's
activities also consisted of a ping pong tournament, waffle sales on Waffle Day and a very
successful clothes swap day.

Autumn Term 22

During the autumn, new members were taken in and yet another cycling party was organised,
this one noticed by the newspaper Sydsvenskan and channel 4. The cycling party coincided with
Halloween and the theme for the dress up was RIM. Another clothes-changing day was
organized and at the end of the semester a gingerbread house competition was held. As a result
of a lack of time and commitment, AktU and the A guild did not participate in the Sångarstriden.

CeremU
Spring Term 22

Work on the songbook continued during the spring and it was finished and ordered before the
summer.

The work on the sense and etiquette films continued and we completed the films on ceremonial
dress, table gift, formal toast and order regalia before the anniversary ball in April.

We sold ribbons on a few occasions so that as many people as possible would have the
opportunity to buy one before the prom.

We ordered more of the 3rd and 2nd degree medals as well as more ribbons.

Ceremu held a chapter of the order during the pre-mingling for the ball and we awarded a little
more than 200 medals to the officials of the A guild and the medals of honor were awarded
during the dinner. The reason why there were so many medals is because of corona.

We held a badge competition where everyone in the guild could submit proposals for a new
badge. We designed four new badges, one of which was from the badge competition that we
ordered at the same time as existing designs.

Autumn Term 22



During the zeroing, we sold the new songbooks on the Wednesday of the first week so that the
zeros had them in front of the board at the bar the same evening where we had a sing-in of the
songbooks. During the same bar we sold labels the first time and some song books.

A little later during the reset, we sold overalls.

Ceremu held a herring breakfast before flying, which was very much appreciated.

We sold brands during the brand picnic with the other guilds and we sold out

several of our designs.

Before Nollegasque we held a small order chapter in the pit.

After the fall election, work began again and we planned what we wanted to come up with
during the semester. We chose to bring up an old event that was in the fall of 2019 called the
jacket fight. The

is a treasure hunt where we posted clues every hour to a location in the A house or IKDC where
we had hidden three badges. It was appreciated by many firsts as they could get new badges to
decorate

their A jackets with and it was a good opportunity to get rid of some old brands.

We held a Nobel lunch the day before the Nobel in the fair, which many people came to, but
most of them

unfortunately forgot about the dress code. In the morning of the same day, ceremu had breakfast
at the grand hotel in festive costume, which we have done for the past year as a thank you.

The final work on the remaining sense and etiquette films was done and sent off to be edited. We
also chose to add English subtitles to all the films so that international students can easily get the
same information through the films.

Phøset
Phøs 2022 work was started immediately after HTM 2021 by Øverphøset recruiting Phøs.
Phøsen was selected just before Christmas. We were busy planning and hopefully implementing
the first corona-free reset in several years. The work started immediately by going through
previous years' resets and their evaluations. We worked hard to create an idea of what worked
well, needed improvement and what we want to change.



A lot of energy was put into figuring out what the events that had been dormant for several years
meant, as none of us had been part of a corona-free reset and few of the other guilds' phøs had.
But gradually, with a lot of research and searching in archives, we also started to get a handle on
them. The Nollegeneralen 2022 should also have a big thank you for that!

The theme was nailed down and we started filming for the theme release. At the same time, we
communicated with the sextet about how these themed releases would be held, as well as how
we wanted our collaboration to work. In mid-February, the recruitment of officials also began
with information meetings and then interviews. The recruitment process took a lot of time and
energy from the phøset, especially the phadderphøset. After extensive work with interviewing
officials and then creating phadder groups, we were able to advertise the phadder groups and
start phadder training and kick victims.

At the beginning of April, the rough schedule for Nollingen was set. The work continued with
detailing and fine-tuning the days more. We chose not to put so much energy into creating a
corona-adapted schedule as we felt confident that much of that work had already been done by
our representatives. In addition, we felt that it would still be impossible for us to know in
advance which ones

restrictions we would have to adapt to from the school and the public health authority. This was a
huge relief for us! During April and May, our work slowed down, partly because of our various
study trips but also the carnival, which took up a lot of studentlund's commitment, free time and
premises. In May, a successful theme release was carried out together with W and K in
Gasqquesalen! Totally WhAcK!

The finances were a bit messy for us in the beginning. There were many budget items with
unclear content that also related to events that had been dormant for several years. After a bit of
tinkering, we were soon up and running there as well. The search for sponsors was slow as
several of the companies were not yet back on their feet and back in the offices. Archipelago,
which is also usually a good place to get sponsors, was postponed and we therefore ended up a
little behind in that work. This resulted in the sponsor farm getting extra work during the
summer. Study circles, which for several years have been a way to bring in money by logging the
time we spend on phø work, now have much stricter rules, which makes it harder to get money
through them. We thus received no money at all through study circles to zero. You may be able
to get paid afterwards for, for example, transport costs, but we leave that to our successors to
figure out.

Phøset was back already on the first of August and started the final work on planning the
Nollningen. Once the Zeroing was up and running, it generally went well. The minor crises and
situations that arose were largely outside our influence. They were handled well with the help of



the underlying planning and the crisis management protocols that we had established during the
spring. We have now taken our lessons from these situations on to Phøs 23.

Världsmästeriet
In 2022, the committee has more than doubled the number of members and now has a majority
of international students. The increase took place in the autumn semester in connection with the
reset. At the beginning of the year, among other things, a Fat Tuesday (Fettisdag) event and an
Olympic Watch party were arranged in connection with the Winter Olympics. The spring
semester ended with a party.

In the autumn, the committee participated in the reset with Swedish Games and at Utskatten.
After the zeroing, the committee arranged an International Food Fair where the participants had
the opportunity to offer and be offered food from different countries. The semester ended,
according to tradition, with a classic Christmas dinner.

Valberedningen
During the year, the selection committee has expanded in the number of members and in the year
groups represented. The work has flowed as well as it can in a small guild with very varying
involvement, and tried to balance the interest so that all items are added at the semester meetings.
This we have done as well as we can, and so far it has managed to exceed our hopes at the last
minute.

Some unconventional methods were tried on HTM22 regarding one item in particular, which had
unwanted consequences from an electoral process perspective. Going forward, I hope as
chairman that whoever takes over my position learns from what we have done, and continues to
be responsive to what the guild as a whole needs.

GympA
During the autumn, GympA has had continuous meetings, in connection with AktU. During the
meetings, a Facebook group has been created for everyone in the A-guild to be involved in the
guild's sports events. In this Facebook group, a form has been sent out asking what the people at
the school want GympA to be. We received around 70 responses and it was everything between
football and volleyball, to yoga and school gym. During the autumn, an event was also planned,
which was posted on Facebook. It would either be football, jogging or fireball, which was voted
on at the event. However, due to low engagement, bad weather and late arrival, the event was
cancelled. There was also talk of someone from GympA holding Yoga mornings, which was
discussed with Monika and was approved. Unfortunately, this did not happen either, due to lack



of time. The bigger problem for GympA was finding a good venue to be in, and because
everything came so late, much of what was planned was scrapped. For the future, however, one
of the students in GympA has decided to start a jogging group, and in the spring there is more
time to actually get started again. Everything depends on how AktU chooses to lay out the work,
and how the relationship between the project group and the committee should be. GympA had no
expenses during the six months.

Arkipelago
The Arkipelago job fair took place in March and was appreciated by both students and the
companies that exhibited. It was the first year with our own project group for the fair and we had
to test ourselves together with the rest of NärU. Due to the economic situation, fewer companies
than we had hoped wanted to participate, but the fair was still very successful. Instead of A-bar,
this year we chose to have a sit-down after the fair, it was very nicely fixed by sex, but the
participation among the companies was low. Maybe an AW in the full-scale lab would be the
ultimate?

The booths were re-sawn to better match the stated booth sizes and we printed shirts without the
year indicated that can also be used at upcoming fairs.

It may be an advantage in the future to have separate lunch meetings for the project group and
involve the rest of NärU if necessary for a more efficient way of working.

MuzAk
The business year began with MuzAk being selected as an official permanent project group. This
was followed by a recruitment campaign consisting of posters and social media. This led to
MuzAk having 38 more or less active members at the time of writing.

8/12 MuzAk's first meeting was held. We talked about the future of the project group with the
members and discussed what they wanted to get out of being part of MuzAk. After that, work
with Lucia began. It consisted of a start-up meeting and 3 rehearsals before the Lucia train itself,
which took place on 14/12. Shortly afterwards, the MuzAk management started writing an
application to ask for money for the Lunda Carnival. This included SEK 20,000 to purchase PA
equipment, speakers and DJ equipment. Answers from the Lunda Carnival will come in April.
On 3/2, collaboration with phöset will begin for the upcoming zeroing. We discussed MuzAk's
role during the zeroing, which at the time of writing will include the production of this year's
zeroing and marching song as well as being part of the committee and possibly a separate yet
undetermined zeroing event. This has been followed by two workshop occasions where we have
started production of the zero song. Unfortunately, there has been less engagement than



expected, however we believe that engagement will increase the closer we get to a finished song,
as it then requires less effort from the members. We have also looked for a venue for the house
band and started the "classification" of the band's members, as well as started talking to the sex
master about upcoming gigs.

InspU
During the year, InspU began building and organizing the working group. The group has begun a
larger project that will last until the end of the spring term. A collaboration with the Nordic Art
Agency where an exhibition of art from recycled materials will be held. In connection with this,
a number of workshops and lectures have been held.

The group has encountered problems in gaining access and contact with the workshop staff.
Despite persistent attempts, both by phone, e-mail and visits, they have not been able to reach
them, have not been contacted as promised or have not appeared at scheduled meetings.

A number of new participants have been recruited to the project and in this group there is a
breadth that spans Ark-ID and year boundaries, something we consider to be very successful.
The division with a core who plans the work of the working group and the possibility to register
as participants in specific projects, we have experienced during the year to work well and
organizationally we intend to continue on this track. We feel that the core has a breadth across
Ark-ID's borders as an important contributing factor to a breadth among the participants.

Going forward, we hope that through the work we are doing now, we can reach more people both
inside and outside the school in order to be able to broaden our knowledge and contact network
in more areas in order to be able to inspire future architects and industrial designers.









MOTION TO
SPRING TERM MEETING

2023-03-22

Sektionen för Arkitektur och Industridesign
inom Teknologkåren vid Lunds Tekniska Högskola

Motion regarding the project group for the Student workshop at ID

Regarding: Regulations Statgar Chapter 24 PROJECT GROUP §3.4 Student
Workshop Motion: Benjamin Redin, Edwin Svensson, Henrik Norlund

Background,

Student representatives from SRID have been working with institutions at LTH for several years
to create a student workshop for industrial design students. The introduction of the new
workshop will be completed within the next year. Since the introduction of the workshop was a
matter run by students with the department, it fell within SRID's area of authority according to
Chapter 11 §2 of the regulations. However, running the student workshop itself does not fall
within SRID's authority.

Instead of SRID taking on the larger ongoing task of running and developing the student
workshop, the proposal is to introduce a new project group specifically for the student workshop
for industrial design students. It is in the best interests of both the student workshop and SRID
that the committee's goals, i.e. student supervision versus running the workshop in the best way,
do not end up prioritizing the other.

The proposal would also facilitate recruitment for the committee and the project group, as
students whose interests are in line with the group's main goals can be picked up.

Pitch: We at ID need to have a specific workshop group to be able to effectively take our case
against the school management, as well as to relieve the student council.

The project group will be responsible for the following points:
● Meetings and communication with the workshop group
● Driving the issues surrounding the student workshop
The project manager for the project group is responsible for the work being carried out
around:
● Meetings and communication with the workshop group
● Driving the issues surrounding the student workshop



● Recruitment for the workshop group
● Keeps in touch with the Protection Commissioner and the Study Council for Industrial
Design

I therefore request the guild meeting to decide;

that the regulation KAP 24 Project groups add
§24.3.4 The student workshop
The student workshop is a project group under the A-guild that collaborates with the
school's workshop group and represents students in matters surrounding the soft tool
workshop.
§24.3.4.1 Year of operation
The student workshop's operating year extends with the calendar year.
§24.3.4.2 Composition and election
The student workshop's former project manager prepares the election for the next project
manager, who is selected through the guild board. The new project manager chooses his
working group of officials.
§24.3.4.3 Contact person
The student workshop's contact person is the vice president of SRID.
§24.3.4.4 Obligations
It is the responsibility of the student workshop and its project manager:
to represent students in the workshop group
to write a will after the end of the financial year.

That the role of project manager falls to Henrik Norlund



MOTION REPLY TO
SPRING TERM MEETING

2023-03-22

Sektionen för Arkitektur och Industridesign
inom Teknologkåren vid Lunds Tekniska Högskola

Motion response regarding the project group for the Student workshop at ID

The board sees the motioners' needs with the project group and supports the motion, but believes
that the project group should inform the SRID chairman instead of the vice chairman. This as
SRID's chairman has direct contact with the board. The board encourages the group to raise
questions to the committee chairman who further delegates the work in an appropriate way, for
example at a committee meeting.

The board demands
to add in the regulation KAP 24 Project groups
§24.3.4 The student workshop
The student workshop is a project group under the A-guild that collaborates with the school's
workshop group and represents students in matters surrounding the soft tool workshop.
§24.3.4.1 Year of operation
The student workshop's operating year extends with the calendar year.
§24.3.4.2 Composition and election
The student workshop's former project manager prepares the election for the next project
manager, who is selected through the guild board. The new project manager chooses his working
group of officials.
§24.3.4.3 Contact person
The student workshop's contact person is the chairman of SRID.
§24.3.4.4 Obligations
It is the responsibility of the student workshop and its project manager:
to represent students in the workshop group
to write a will after the end of the financial year
to recruit participants to the project group
to keep in touch with safety representatives and the study council for industrial design.



to approve the second clause of the motion in its entirety.

The guild board through

Ida Thorsson

Ordförande (Chairman) for A-Guild 2023



PROPOSITION TO
SPRING TERM MEETING

2023-03-22

Sektionen för Arkitektur och Industridesign
inom Teknologkåren vid Lunds Tekniska Högskola

Proposition regarding responsibilities regarding policy documents for equal
treatment
Background,

With the 2022 autumn semester meeting voting through a new policy for equal treatment, the
Equality walking delegate (ombudsman) should be responsible for the policy being updated and
followed. Parts of the regulation's description of the equality representative do not agree with the
equality policy, so the regulation should be updated.
The guild board therefore requests that the guild meeting decide,

to change in the regulations Chapter 19 Equality representative §19 Equality representative

from the Equality Ombudsman's task is to work so that all members always feel at ease
welcome at the guild and in their education, regardless of gender, economic or social
background, ethnic or religious affiliation and sexual orientation.

to the Equality Ombudsman's task is to work so that all members always feel at ease
welcome at the guild and in their education, regardless of gender, gender identity
economic or social background, ethnic affiliation, religion or other
belief, sexual orientation, age, mental or physical disability,
family situation, political opinion or study results.

to change in the regulations Chapter 19 Equality representative §19.2 Obligations

from drawing the attention of the board and the chairman of the committees to situations and
environments that
could be perceived as offensive by members of the guild or violate
TLTH's equality policy.

to draw the attention of the board and the chairman of the committees to situations and
environments that
could be perceived as offensive by members of the guild or violate
The A guild's or TLTH's equality policy.



to add in the regulations Chapter 19 Equality representative §19.2 Obligations
to be responsible for keeping the equality policy document up to date.

The guild board through

Ida Thorsson

Ordförande (Chairman) for A-Guild 2023



PROPOSITION TO
SPRING TERM MEETING

2023-03-22

Sektionen för Arkitektur och Industridesign
inom Teknologkåren vid Lunds Tekniska Högskola

Proposition regarding adoption of business plan
Today, the guild's activities are largely controlled by the budget, a tool that in some respects
makes the work of the committee chairperson and other board members more difficult. An
alternative to governing with a budget is to adopt an operating plan, something that many other
guilds and other non-profits have already done.
Business plan is a document that describes and controls a business. In it, commitments and tasks
for the respective committees are formulated. Here, for example, it can be formulated that the sex
mastery "Should organize bars and sit-ins", but not control in detail how or with what budget
these are carried out.
The budget will still remain but with a changed purpose. The guild meetings (HTM/VTM) will
vote through a budget that determines the outcome for each committee, which must be followed.
The rest of the budget is available as support and recommendation.
The business plan must be voted through at the HTM (Autumn term meeting) and, if necessary,
revised at the next VTM (Spring term meeting).
The purpose of the business plan is to make it easier to run committees.

The guild board therefore requests that the guild meeting decide,
to add in the bylaws CHAPTER 11 guild BOARD, guild §11.9 Obligations:
"O. Annually write an operating plan for the following operating year."

to amend the statutes CHAPTER 4 guild MEETING paragraph §4.4.1

from At the spring semester meeting, the following matters must be taken up:
A. Election of meeting chairman.
B. Election of meeting secretary.
C. Election of two adjusters as well as vote counters.
D. Question regarding the authorized announcement of the meeting.
E. Determination of the agenda.
F. Activity report and financial statements for the past financial year.
G. The auditors' report for the same period.
H. Determination of the previous year's balance sheet.
I. The Question of Discharge.



J. Proposal for allocation of profits.
K. Revision of the current budget.
L. Election of the election committee.
M. Election of Inspector (odd years only).
N. Selection of officials according to the regulations in force.
O. Other matters in accordance with the wishes of the board or §4.7 of these statutes.

to At the spring semester meeting, the following matters must be taken up:
A. Election of meeting chairman.
B. Election of meeting secretary.
C. Election of two adjusters as well as vote counters.
D. Question regarding the authorized announcement of the meeting.
E. Determination of the agenda.
F. Activity report and financial statements for the past financial year.
G. The auditors' report for the same period.
H. Determination of the previous year's balance sheet.
I. The Question of Discharge.
J. Proposal for allocation of profits.
K. Revision of the current business plan.
L. Revision of the current budget.
M. Election of the election committee.
N. Election of Inspector (odd years only).
O. Selection of officials according to the regulations in force.
P. Other matters in accordance with the wishes of the board or §4.7 of these statutes.

to amend the statute's CHAPTER 4 guild MEETING paragraph §4.4.2
from At the autumn semester meeting, the following matters must be taken up:
Election of meeting chairman.
Election of meeting secretary.
Election of two adjusters as well as vote counters.
Question regarding the authorized announcement of the meeting.
Determination of the agenda.
Results report for the first half of the year.
Determining the budget for the next financial year.
Revision of the regulations.
Election of a representative in TLTH's electoral committee for the council election.
J. Election of officials according to the regulations in force.
K. Election of two auditors with deputies.
L. Other matters in accordance with the wishes of the board or §4.7 of these statutes.

to

A. Election of meeting chairman.



B. Election of meeting secretary.
C. Election of two adjusters as well as vote counters.
D. Question regarding the authorized announcement of the meeting.
E. Determination of the agenda.
F. Results report for the first half of the year.
G. Determination of the business plan for the next business year.
H. Determining the budget for the next financial year.
I. Revision of the regulations.
J. Election of a representative in TLTH's electoral committee for the council election.
K. Selection of officials according to the current regulations.
L. Election of two auditors with deputies.
M. Other matters in accordance with the wishes of the board or §4.7 of these statutes.

Ida Thorsson

Ordförande (Chairman) for A-Guild 2023



PROPOSITION TO
SPRING TERM MEETING

2023-03-22

Sektionen för Arkitektur och Industridesign
inom Teknologkåren vid Lunds Tekniska Högskola

Proposal/Proposition regarding the Equality Ombudsman and JämlikA
Background,

JämlikA is referred to as a group in all of the guild’s contexts except in the guild’s governing
documents. It has created confusion for sitting equality officers as other people have wondered
how the post should be named in various official documents. To make it easier for future equality
representatives and to be able to distinguish between the equality representative and JämlikA,
JämlikA should be entered in the guild's governing document.
The guild board therefore requests that the guild meeting decide,

to change in the regulations Chapter 19 Equality representative §19.1 Composition and election

from the Equality Ombudsman is elected by the spring semester meeting. Furthermore, there
should be one or more others
officials to assist the equality representative. The elections are made by the guild board, there
The equality representative prepares the election.

the Equality Ombudsman is elected by the spring semester meeting. Furthermore, there should
be one or more others
officials to assist the equality representative. The group is called JämlikA, where the Equality
Ombudsman sits as chairman. The elections are made by the guild board, where the Equality
Ombudsman prepares the elections.

The guild board through

Ida Thorsson

Ordförande (Chairman) for A-Guild 2023



PROPOSITION TO

SPRING TERM MEETING

2023-03-22

Sektionen för Arkitektur och Industridesign

inom Teknologkåren vid Lunds Tekniska Högskola

Proposition regarding completed term of office before awarding medals

Background,

Today it is stated in the Policy document for the guild's medals and insignia that one must have

held a position of trust in a committee or been elected to be able to receive the Skalmans

Aspirant medal and have held advanced positions of trust to be able to receive the A-guild's

medal of honor. However, it is not clarified whether one needs to complete a term of office or

not. In the past, it has been interpreted as meaning that you must have completed a term of office

before voting for a medal takes place. However, how we should behave should be formally

decided upon and clarified in the Policy Document. Due to the remaining requirements for the

medals, it takes a long time of active commitment to be able to qualify, which is what you want

to draw attention to that the person has done. The delay that previously existed between the

active commitment, the nomination and the chapter of the order, creates a system where students

with shorter education and students who want to take a sabbatical year are disadvantaged.

Therefore, we believe that the most fair thing is that the person must have completed at least one

term of office when the medal is awarded, but not when the voting takes place.

Pitch: Right now the policy document is ambiguous and it can be interpreted differently as to

whether or not you need to have resigned your post to get the Medal of Honor and the aspirant

of the scale. We believe that the most fair thing is that one should have served a term on the post

in question during the chapter of the order but not during the voting, in order to avoid



disadvantaging those with a short education. The demands involve two wording changes in the

policy document and an addition in two places so that the board can, in extreme cases, withdraw

approval of a medal of honor or a scalman's aspirant.

The guild board therefore requests that the guild meeting decide,

that in the Policy Document, POLICY DOCUMENT FOR THE guild's MEDALS AND

INSIGNIAS, under Skalmans Aspirant:, In order to obtain Skalmans Aspirant, the nominee is

required to: change

from having held a position of trust in a committee or been an elected representative,

to have held a position of trust in a committee or been elected to a trust for at least one term at

the chapter of the order,

that in the policy document, POLICY DOCUMENT FOR THE MEDALS AND INSIGNIAS

OF THE guild, under Skalmans Aspirant:, Procedure for appointment: add

If the person violates the A guild's governing documents, the A guild's board has the right to

withdraw the approval of the medal.

that in the Policy Document, guild MEDALS AND INSIGNIA POLICY DOCUMENT, under

A guild Medal of Honor:, In order to receive the Medal of Honor, the nominee is required to:

change

from holding advanced positions of trust,

to have held an advanced position of trust for at least one term at the chapter of the order,

that in the policy document, guild MEDALS AND INSIGNIA POLICY DOCUMENT, under A

guild Medal of Honor:, Procedure for Appointment: add

If the person violates the A guild's governing document, the A guild's board has the right to

withdraw the approval of the medal.

Ida Thorsson



Ordförande (Chairman) for A-Guild 2023



PROPOSITION TO

SPRING TERM MEETING

2023-03-22

Sektionen för Arkitektur och Industridesign

inom Teknologkåren vid Lunds Tekniska Högskola

Proposal regarding civil servant positions and Rolf-Christina's memorial

medal
Background,

Today there are only two levels of involvement within the A-guild, which does not

particularly reward involvement within committees. In order to increase the motivation to apply

for positions of responsibility, we want to clarify the various official duties and introduce a new

medal. The new medal will be awarded to active members in the category "specially elected",

initially to all who are still enrolled at the school, and from now on annually after the end of the

mandate period. The name of the medal is "Rolf-Christina's memorial medal" and is designed by

the Ceremony Committee during the spring.

Pitch: We want to create a new medal, Rolf-Christina's memorial medal, to thank and

encourage special commitment that is not within the board. To do this, it is necessary to define

different types of officials in the statutes. The different levels are functionary, elected official,

special elected official and advanced official position. The medal will be awarded to the

specially elected trustees and persons with advanced fiduciary duties but who do not qualify for

a board medal. The demands mean that we write the definition in the statutes in the chapter on

officials, change two wordings in the policy document for medals and insignia, and add the new

medal to the same document.



The guild board therefore requests that the guild meeting decide,

to change the definition in Chapter 16 Officials §16.1 of the statutes

from "Official" refers to a person who has a position of trust within the A guild.

to Clerk: Clerk means a person who has a position of trust within the A guild, including

supervisors and project team members.

Trustees: Officials voted in by the board.

Special elected representative: Voted by the board for a special post within a committee

or persons voted as student representative by the union representative. For example, vice

committee chairman, master of the Master of Sex, chief of staff and phøs.

Advanced fiduciary mission: Officials voted in by the semester meeting.

that in the Policy Document, POLICY DOCUMENT FOR THE guild's MEDALS AND

INSIGNIA under Board Medal: change

from Is awarded to elected committee chairpersons and presidium members after

completed involvement in a term of office.

to Is awarded to people who have completed a term of office in a board position or as an

equal representative.

that in the Policy document, POLICY DOCUMENT FOR THE GUILD’S MEDALS

AND INSIGNIA under Skalmans Aspirant: change

from having held a position of trust in a committee or been an elected representative,



to been elected, .

to add in the Policy Document, guild MEDALS AND INSIGNIA POLICY

DOCUMENT

Rolf-Christina's memorial medal:

The purpose of the medal Rolf-Christina's memorial medal is to highlight particularly

committed members who worked in an exemplary way for the survival of the A-guild and put in

a lot of work for the guild.

In order to receive Rolf-Christina's memorial medal, the nominee must have been a

specially elected official, alternatively an accountant, house elf or chairman of the selection

committee for at least one term.

The task of designing the medal falls to the Ceremony Committee.

Ida Thorsson

Ordförande (Chairman) for A-Guild 2023



PROPOSITION TO

SPRING TERM MEETING

2023-03-22

Sektionen för Arkitektur och Industridesign

inom Teknologkåren vid Lunds Tekniska Högskola

Proposition regarding suspension of exercise for regulation adjustments
Background

At present, motions regarding the statute and the regulations must be submitted at two different

times: 15 and 10 reading days before the next guild meeting, respectively. Furthermore, the

board's motion response must be published 10 reading days before said meeting, which in

practice means that the board can be left without time to respond to a motion if it is submitted to

the board at a late stage. In order for the board to have the opportunity to process all received

motions within the time frame for the meeting, we therefore consider it necessary to set the

motion limit for all motions to 15 reading days before the guild meeting.

Pitch: Since motion stops for regulation adjustments and dispatch of motion responses are

currently to take place on the same day, we believe that the schedule should be adjusted so that

each motion can be treated equally and with the necessary scope.

The guild board therefore requests that the guild meeting decide,

to change the definition in Chapter 4 guild meeting §4.7 of the statutes

from […]Every member has the right to raise a question at a guild meeting. Such a motion must

have been received in writing by the guild board no later than 10 reading days before the guild



meeting[…]

to [...] Every member has the right to raise a question at a guild meeting. Such a motion must

have been received in writing by the guild board no later than 15 reading days before the guild

meeting[…]

to change the definition in Chapter 19 Regulations §19.2 of the statutes

from Change can take place at a guild meeting with a qualified (2/3) majority. Amendments must

have been received by the guild board no later than 10 reading days before the guild meeting.

to Amendment can take place at a guild meeting with a qualified (2/3) majority. Amendments

must have been received by the guild board no later than 15 reading days before the guild

meeting.

Ida Thorsson

Ordförande (Chairman) for A-Guild 2023

PROPOSITION TIO
SPRING TERM MEETING



2023-03-22

Sektionen för Arkitektur och Industridesign
inom Teknologkåren vid Lunds Tekniska Högskola

Proposal regarding the acquisition of lapels/ribbons
Background,

At the A-guild there are currently five programs in two areas: architecture and industrial design.
To the naked eye of the rest of LTH's students, however, we only consist of architecture
students, as we all wear the same black blazers and sometimes purple overalls. The industrial
design education is not distinguished, unlike e.g. the fire engineers and surveyors on the V guild,
on the guild dressing.

In order to distinguish the industrial design students as a separate student group in the guild, the
board wants to introduce a detail in the guild clothing. This is suggested to be lime green lapels
for blazers, referring to the fact that during Gasque 2021, lime was declared the industrial
designers' own color. The lapels are also proposed to be allowed to be attached to the legs of
overalls, even though the overalls are not part of the official guild clothing.

The guild board therefore requests that the guild meeting decide,

to change in chapter 1 Technology /1.8 of the regulations

from the A-guild Official Apparel is a classic cut black blazer with the A-guild extended emblem
printed on the back. The A-guild’s official clothing may be used by all guild members whenever
they so wish.

to the A-guild’s  official attire is a classic-cut black blazer with the A-guild’s extended emblem
printed on the back. The A-guild’s official clothing may be used by all guild members whenever
they so wish. Students on the bachelor's and master's programs in industrial design can also
attach the lime green ribbons to the guild cladding.

The ceremony committee is responsible for providing and selling ribbons during the nollning.



Ida Thorsson

Ordförande (Chairman) for A-Guild 2023

PROPOSITION TO



SPRING TERM MEETING
2023-03-22

Sektionen för Arkitektur och Industridesign
inom Teknologkåren vid Lunds Tekniska Högskola

FILLING ELECTION OF TREASURER

Background,

After the 2022 autumn semester meeting, the post of treasurer was vacant. A suitable candidate
was found during the beginning of the spring semester and the guild board held a fill-in election
for Oscar Landgren in connection with his taking up his post on February 19, 2023, pending a
guild meeting.

Charter Chap. 7 Election, §7.3 Fill-in election says that fill-in election of board members can be
conducted by the board but must be approved by the next guild meeting
The guild board therefore requests that the guild meeting decide,
to approve the guild board's election of Oscar Landgren as treasurer for the period 19 January
2023 - 31 December 2023.

The guild board through

Ida Thorsson

Ordförande (Chairman) for A-Guild 2023
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